1995 audi 90

CarGurus has thousands of nationwide listings and the tools to find you a great deal. The Audi
90 enters its last year under this name with few changes. In it will be repackaged as the Audi A4.
The Audi 90, what Audi called its "entry-level" family sedan, was a very popular car for its
performance, durability, and its interior options. Though a little smaller than the roomy Audi , it
is a great starter car that doesn't skimp on high-end comfort. The Audi 90 changes its trim
names slightly. The base sedan is now STD, but still comes standard with a 2. ABS brakes, front
side airbags, cruise control, air conditioning, and power windows and locks are all standard.
The new Sport sedan, or Sport90 is basically the old CS, with a lower sports supension, fog
lights, center console, and leather trim. The quattro is an AWD version of the sport sedan
without the retuned suspension. A 4-speed auto tran is available on all but the quattro model.
To say owners love their Audi 90 is an understatement. They love all the standard features that
are usually only options on other cars. They love the way the Audi handles, crisp and precise.
They love the quattro AWD, how it hugs the road no matter what conditions are thrown at you.
They love the heated seats option. Some feel the Audi 90 is not big enough for a large family or
for more than four average-sized people to fit comfortably. Some want more horsepower,
because initial acceleration is labored. Everyone wants cheaper parts and repairs. I have a Audi
90 CS. It has always ran great. Yesterday, I stopped to get gas. When starting the car at the
pump, it spit and sputtered and died and now won't start. Based on smell, I do believ I have a 95
Audi My car will not start thought it was my battery but was wrong my fuel pump does humm
when key is turned I get fuel threw my injecters. Car will start with starting fluid until I opened
door alarm went off cant start how do reset alarm. Average user score. Based on 7 reviews.
Highly Recommend by Jake. Updated Nov 9, by Anonymous. What's your take on the Audi 90?
Have you driven a Audi 90? Rank This Car. Have questions? Ask a question. Browse questions.
Favorite Favorite. Audi 90 Experts. Know more, shop wisely Search. Other Years. Select Year
Doing so could save you hundreds or thousands of dollars. Edmunds also provides
consumer-driven dealership sales and service reviews to help you make informed decisions
about what cars to buy and where to buy them. Simply research the type of used car you're
interested in and then select a prew-owned vehicle from our massive database to find cheap
used cars for sale near you. Once you have identified a used or CPO vehicle you're interested
in, check the AutoCheck vehicle history reports, read dealer reviews, and find out what other
owners paid for the Used Audi 90 Sedan. Is it better to lease or buy a car? Ask most people and
they'll probably tell you that car buying is the way to go. And from a financial perspective, it's
true, provided you're willing to make higher monthly payments, pay off the loan in full and keep
the car for a few years. Leasing, on the other hand, can be a less expensive option on a
month-to-month basis. It's also good if you're someone who likes to drive a new car every three
years or so. Check out Audi lease specials Check out Audi 90 lease specials. Popular searches.
My notifications My Account. For Sale Review Features Save. View Photos. Appraise this car.
Other years. List Price Estimate. ZIP Code. See all for sale. Find savings on the 90 for sale near
you. See Pricing. Sign up for price drop alerts. Be the first to know when prices drop near
Edmunds' Expert Review. Read more. Write a review See all 14 reviews. Matt S. The Audi 90
Quattro is a pleasure to drive. I drive a combination of interstate about 26 miles and city driving
about 4 miles daily. The high quality interior is very comfortable. Fuel economy stays right
around 23 mpg. Many people mistake the car to be much newer than it is. As far as problems,
my fuel pump went out at around 95, miles. Quality, comfort, safety, handling. Lows: Parts
availability, Audi dealerships don't really seem to care about their used car owners except the
parts department My verdict: Quality ride that inspires confidence no matter the conditions.
Read less. I traded DOWN from a '96 A4 a few years ago when a second baby made me
unconfortable with the high payments. I saved a lot of money and got essentially the same car.
Not quite as sexy on the outside but a solid, well- performing german sports sedan. Clean, crips
lines like a well-tailored gray flannel suit. Fast, if not quick. Unimpeachable 5-speed
transmission, smooth clutch. Very reliable except for some minor electrical issues.
Comfortable, if a little cramped for most Americans. Tenacious grip in all conditions. Nice solid
ride, good power, excellent cornering, pearl color paint is classic, interior has held up well, fun
to drive. Very stable at highway speeds Holds road well. Some nuisance problems with
electrical, like elec window switches and other minor items,. A nice car at a reasonable price.
Another engineer I have been very pleased with this car. The interior is well equipped with
walnut trim, sport seats that lack a wide range of adjustment but are nevetheless very
comfortable. Also includes a wide range of gauges and more rear legroom than the A4. The
exterior is not as sleek as the A4, but it is more unique. The front fog lights are prone to stone
cracks. At hp, the 90 holds its own against a BMW, however the car is sluggish in stop and go
traffic. Highway ride is quiet and stable. Quattro is the best reason to buy an Audi. Keep in mind
that parts are expensive, even aftermarket, and working on the car yourself requires patience

and small hands. See all 14 reviews of the Used Audi 90 Sedan. Write a review. IIHS Rating. Side
Impact Test. See full safety scores. People who viewed this also viewed 1 average Rating out of
1 reviews. Sponsored cars related to the Sign Up. The Used Audi 90 is offered in the following
submodels: 90 Sedan. Doing so could save you hundreds or thousands of dollars. Edmunds
also provides consumer-driven dealership sales and service reviews to help you make informed
decisions about what cars to buy and where to buy them. Shop Edmunds' car, SUV, and truck
listings of over 6 million vehicles to find a cheap new, used, or certified pre-owned CPO Audi 90
for sale near. Simply research the type of car you're interested in and then select a used car
from our massive database to find cheap prew-owned vehicles for sale near you. Once you have
identified a used vehicle you're interested in, check the AutoCheck vehicle history reports, read
dealer reviews, and find out what other owners paid for the Used Audi Is it better to lease or buy
a car? Ask most people and they'll probably tell you that car buying is the way to go. And from a
financial perspective, it's true, provided you're willing to make higher monthly payments, pay off
the loan in full and keep the car for a few years. Leasing, on the other hand, can be a less
expensive option on a month-to-month basis. It's also good if you're someone who likes to drive
a new car every three years or so. Check out Audi lease specials Check out Audi 90 lease
specials. Popular searches. My notifications My Account. Review Features Save. View Photos.
Appraise this car. Other years. List Price Estimate. ZIP Code. See all for sale. Edmunds' Expert
Review. Read more. Write a review See all 14 reviews. Matt S. The Audi 90 Quattro is a pleasure
to drive. I drive a combination of interstate about 26 miles and city driving about 4 miles daily.
The high quality interior is very comfortable. Fuel economy stays right around 23 mpg. Many
people mistake the car to be much newer than it is. As far as problems, my fuel pump went out
at around 95, miles. Quality, comfort, safety, handling. Lows: Parts availability, Audi dealerships
don't really seem to care about their used car owners except the parts department My verdict:
Quality ride that inspires confidence no matter the conditions. Read less. I traded DOWN from a
'96 A4 a few years ago when a second baby made me unconfortable with the high payments. I
saved a lot of money and got essentially the same car. Not quite as sexy on the outside but a
solid, well- performing german sports sedan. Clean, crips lines like a well-tailored gray flannel
suit. Fast, if not quick. Unimpeachable 5-speed transmission, smooth clutch. Very reliable
except for some minor electrical issues. Comfortable, if a little cramped for most Americans.
Tenacious grip in all conditions. Nice solid ride, good power, excellent cornering, pearl color
paint is classic, interior has held up well, fun to drive. Very stable at highway speeds Holds road
well. Some nuisance problems with electrical, like elec window switches and other minor items,.
A nice car at a reasonable price. Another engineer I have been very pleased with this car. The
interior is well equipped with walnut trim, sport seats that lack a wide range of adjustment but
are nevetheless very comfortable. Also includes a wide range of gauges and more rear legroom
than the A4. The exterior is not as sleek as the A4, but it is more unique. The front fog lights are
prone to stone cracks. At hp, the 90 holds its own against a BMW, however the car is sluggish
in stop and go traffic. Highway ride is quiet and stable. Quattro is the best reason to buy an
Audi. Keep in mind that parts are expensive, even aftermarket, and working on the car yourself
requires patience and small hands. See all 14 reviews of the Used Audi Write a review. IIHS
Rating. Side Impact Test. See full safety scores. People who viewed this also viewed 1 average
Rating out of 1 reviews. Sponsored cars related to the Sign Up. The Audi 90 Quattro is a
pleasure to drive. I drive a combination of interstate about 26 miles and city driving about 4
miles daily. The high quality interior is very comfortable. Fuel economy stays right around 23
mpg. Many people mistake the car to be much newer than it is. As far as problems, my fuel
pump went out at around 95, miles. Quality, comfort, safety, handling. Lows: Parts availability,
Audi dealerships don't really seem to care about their used car owners except the parts
department My verdict: Quality ride that inspires confidence no matter the conditions. I traded
DOWN from a '96 A4 a few years ago when a second baby made me unconfortable with the high
payments. I saved a lot of money and got essentially the same car. Not quite as sexy on the
outside but a solid, well- performing german sports sedan. Clean, crips lines like a well-tailored
gray flannel suit. Fast, if not quick. Unimpeachable 5-speed transmission, smooth clutch. Very
reliable except for some minor electrical issues. Comfortable, if a little cramped for most
Americans. Tenacious grip in all conditions. Nice solid ride, good power, excellent cornering,
pearl color paint is classic, interior has held up well, fun to drive. Very stable at highway speeds
Holds road well. Some nuisance problems with electrical, like elec window switches and other
minor items,. I have been very pleased with this car. The interior is well equipped with walnut
trim, sport seats that lack a wide range of adjustment but are nevetheless very comfortable.
Also includes a wide range of gauges and more rear legroom than the A4. The exterior is not as
sleek as the A4, but it is more unique. The front fog lights are prone to stone cracks. At hp, the
90 holds its own against a BMW, however the car is sluggish in stop and go traffic. Highway ride

is quiet and stable. Quattro is the best reason to buy an Audi. Keep in mind that parts are
expensive, even aftermarket, and working on the car yourself requires patience and small
hands. Write a review. See all 14 reviews. The least-expensive Audi 90 is the Audi 90 4dr Sedan.
The Used Audi 90 is offered in the following submodels: 90 Sedan. Consumer ratings and
reviews are also available for the Audi 90 and all its trim types. Overall, Edmunds users rate the
90 4. Edmunds consumer reviews allow users to sift through aggregated consumer reviews to
understand what other drivers are saying about any vehicle in our database. Detailed rating
breakdowns including performance, comfort, value, interior, exterior design, build quality, and
reliability are available as well to provide shoppers with a comprehensive understanding of why
customers like the Edmunds experts have compiled a robust series of ratings and reviews for
the Audi 90 and all model years in our database. Our rich content includes expert reviews and
recommendations for the 90 featuring deep dives into trim levels and features, performance,
mpg, safety, interior, and driving. Edmunds also offers expert ratings, road test and
performance data, long-term road tests, first-drive reviews, video reviews and more. This review
was written by a member of Edmunds' editorial team of expert car reviewers. Our team drives
every car you can buy. We put the vehicles through rigorous testing, evaluating how they drive
and comparing them in detail to their competitors. We're also regular people like you, so we pay
attention to all the different ways people use their cars every day. We want to know if there's
enough room for our families and our weekend gear and whether or not our favorite drink fits in
the cupholder. Our editors want to help you make the best decision on a car that fits your life.
Shop Edmunds' car, SUV, and truck listings of over 6 million vehicles to find a cheap new, used,
or certified pre-owned CPO Audi 90 for sale near. Simply research the type of car you're
interested in and then select a car from our massive database to find cheap vehicles for sale
near you. Once you have identified a used vehicle you're interested in, check the AutoCheck
vehicle history reports, read dealer reviews, and find out what other owners paid for the Audi
Edmunds has deep data on over 6 million new, used, and certified pre-owned vehicles,
including rich, trim-level features and specs information like: MSRP, average price paid,
warranty information basic, drivetrain, and maintenance , features upholstery, bluetooth,
navigation, heated seating, cooled seating, cruise control, parking assistance, keyless ignition,
satellite radio, folding rears seats ,run flat tires, wheel type, tire size, wheel tire, sunroof, etc.
Edmunds also provides tools to allow shopper to compare vehicles to similar models of their
choosing by warranty, interior features, exterior features, specifications, fuel economy, vehicle
dimensions, consumer rating, edmunds rating, and color. Is it better to lease or buy a car? Ask
most people and they'll probably tell you that car buying is the way to go. And from a financial
perspective, it's true, provided you're willing to make higher monthly payments, pay off the loan
in full and keep the car for a few years. Leasing, on the other hand, can be a less expensive
option on a month-to-month basis. It's also good if you're someone who likes to drive a new car
every three years or so. Popular searches. My notifications My Account. Home Audi Audi
Review Features Save. View Photos. Appraise this car. Other years. List Price Estimate. ZIP
Code. See all for sale. Sponsored cars related to the Most helpful consumer reviews 4. People
who viewed this also viewed 1 average Rating out of 1 reviews. FAQ Is the Audi 90 a good car?
The Edmunds experts tested the 90 both on the road and at the track. You probably care about
Audi 90 fuel economy, so it's important to know that the 90 gets an EPA-estimated 19 mpg.
What about cargo capacity? When you're thinking about carrying stuff in your new car, keep in
mind that the 90 has And then there's safety and reliability. Learn more. To determine whether
the Audi 90 is reliable, read Edmunds' authentic consumer reviews, which come from real
owners and reveal what it's like to live with the Look for specific complaints that keep popping
up in the reviews, and be sure to compare the 90's average consumer rating to that of
competing vehicles. There's a lot to consider if you're wondering whether the Audi 90 is a good
car. Safety scores, fuel economy, cargo capacity and feature availability should all be factors in
determining whether the 90 is a good car for you. Check back soon for the official Edmunds
Rating from our expert testing team Learn more. Other versions include: Learn more. If you're
interested in the Audi 90, the next question is, which 90 model is right for you? What do people
think of the Audi 90? Edmunds Expert Reviews Edmunds experts have compiled a robust series
of ratings and reviews for the Audi 90 and all model years in our database. Our Review Process
This review was written by a member of Edmunds' editorial team of expert car reviewers. What's
a good price for a New Audi 90? Which Audi 90s are available in my area? Can't find a new Audi
90s you want in your area? Consider a broader search. Why trust Edmunds? Should I lease or
buy a Audi 90? Check out Audi lease specials. Sign Up. Shop Audi 90 Parts online from your
local Audi dealer. Everything for your Audi 90, in stock. Search Go. You can edit the name of
your vehicle by clicking the pencil icon on the right. Something went wrong. Please try again.
Select Your Vehicle Below:. VIN Go. No vehicles found. Select your vehicle below:. Home Audi

90 Audi 90 Parts Whether your 90 prefers the racetrack or the open road, stick to Genuine Audi
Parts for pure Audi performance. Never settle for less when it comes to what moves you. For
original fit, performance and reliability choose Genuine Audi parts. Preserve your Audi 90 for
miles to come. Your Nearest Dealers. Audi Hoffman Estates. Shop Now. Distance: Audi Morton
Grove. Audi Westmont. Enter your zip code: View More Dealers. Select a Audi 90 Trim Level.
Base Sedan. Select a Category. Car Care. Specialized care products are formulated for the
preservation of your Audi Comfort and Protection. Protect and equip the interior and exterior of
your Audi 90 to face even the most challenging of driving conditions. Discover our exciting
range of Audi 90 multimedia accessories for the very best in entertainment on the move. Sport
and Design. Customize your Audi 90 with a personalized look. Use Audi Genuine Accessories to
accentuate your favorite design features. Practical solutions provide extra storage space on
your Audi 90 an
amazon copper wire
1995 dodge ram 1500
1989 jetta diesel
d allow for safe transport of sporting equipment and luggage. Freshen up your Audi 90 with
new wheels, whether you prefer an elegant, sporty, or rugged aesthetic. Audi collection. Sporty,
luxurious or stylish. The Audi collection will satisfy every facet of your lifestyle. Legal Policies.
Links Dealer Login. Find us on Facebook Find us on Twitter. Data Agreement Unless otherwise
indicated, all prices exclude applicable taxes and installation costs. Although we endeavour to
ensure that the information contained on the website is accurate, as errors may occur from time
to time, customers should verify any information in question with a dealer. We are not
responsible for any errors or omissions on this website. Photos are for illustration purposes
only. There may be some variances between the photos shown and the actual product. Product
appearance and specifications are subject to change without notice. Some items may be
unavailable for or incompatible with certain trim levels and models.

